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PROLOGUE
For the past few years I have avidly collected oral histories, family memories and imagery as a way to
better understand and contextualize myself, my roots, and my own personal path. My recent
paintings reference my first-hand experience as an immigrant, as well as my family's long and
complicated history with displacement. The paintings were put together much like a game of
telephone, their narratives transmitted through generations, stretched and skewed by family
members and friends, rendering them fragmented yet crystallized. 
In the process of painting, seeing parallels between the past and the present has been frustrating and
disturbing. The fragility and tenderness of my relationships with family and friends are at the center
of my paintings, and of the experience of being an immigrant. Developing strong ties with my
family here and abroad, I am fascinated by the nuanced emotions of longing and separation, and the
connections we make. My paintings, much like journal entries, relate to one another and thread
together as segments of the same account.

NEW EYES
My mother and I first arrived in the United States in 1993 and my immigration experience
immediately began.
Not only the language was different, but many of the day-to-day things were, too: the
clothing, how children and adults interacted, the indirect expressions, the verbal and non-
verbal expectations, a lot of which I didn’t understand. But I also felt that my responses were
seen as awkward or unexpected. I did my best to imitate the Americans around me. I learned
to keep an arm’s length from anyone around. I learned to always hold the door for people and
to smile at everyone on the street. I began to discover and use new words from the other
children at school and from the neighbors in our densely packed apartment complex. I began
to absorb what it’s like to be here in America. Every new word and new approach to my
surroundings helped me see new American things with my own newly developing American
eyes. I felt like an explorer, finding new worlds through every action. 
THROUGH THE GENERATIONS
I am the latest link in a chain of generations of people who have been displaced. On my maternal
side of the family, for the past consecutive five generations everyone has relocated from their
country of birth; except for us—my parents, siblings and me—all of them have been forced out.
Some of them were forced out several times from one country to another. Some of our family
members who resisted leaving, or who weren’t able to leave, were victims of the Holocaust. These
events give a deeper meaning to my interest in immigration, and to my dealings with belonging and
exclusion. They also triggered my interest in the subconscious inter-generational influence of
mindsets and feelings that accompany, and are a result of, immigration and migration. 
The work of R.B. Kitaj is fueled by the social memory or collective unconscious / collective trauma
of the Jewish people. I know that my paintings are rooted in my own diaspora, with my interest in
the immigrant experience—are my experiences and paintings also rooted in a Jewish identity? Are
they about the scattering of the Jew outside the ancestral homeland, because that is my personal
and familial experience? Coming from a similar secular Jewish background (essentially an atheist
born into a Jewish family) and having roots that float in the wind, I find myself asking similar
questions to the ones Kitaj was asking himself. 
“Can one get to be what one already is, or is the becoming the real thing?” 
“After almost a lifetime as a painter, my painting thoughts begin to dwell on whether or not the Jews
are a nation, or a state of mind, or what they are;” 
“What really makes one a Jew at all ?”  - R.B. Kitaj

DRAWING PARALLELS
My mother, grandmother, great grandmother, her mother, and I all immigrated to new countries
during our childhood or adolescent years, imprinting us with experiences and shaping us. My great
grandmother escaped from Russia as a child with her family during the Russian Revolution of 1917.
She endured a harrowing border crossing and a long and insecure path across Europe to reach
refuge. Several decades later, as an adult with her own child, my grandmother was forced to escape
again. 
The part of the immigration story that often gets emphasized is how the immigrants crossed
borders and how they navigated different landscapes in order to find refuge. This information is
dramatic and horrific in specific cases, but it was just a small moment in time and in their emotional
journeys. In my paintings I focus more on the human and lasting stories of what happens before a
move, and what happens after it.
My paintings are involved with the complexities of migrant-host acculturation. How do we
integrate, assimilate, separate, or marginalize ourselves and others? I believe that my paintings
oscillate between these categories. When I paint I find myself having different points of view; my
paintings reflect characters that are at times integrated, at times separated, and often marginalized.
My characters are introspective and also physically separated from their environments, often feeling
as though they were collaged into the picture, into a place where they do not belong. Throughout
the paintings the characters intermittently find companions and then they potentially integrate,
divesting parts of themselves and taking on aspects of their partners.
I am not sure why my characters gravitate towards those emotional states associated with not fully
integrating. But I suspect that it might be related to the fact that my family’s experience has been
such.   
The Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Carl Jung famously wrote about the collective
unconscious. In his essay The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious Jung states 
This collective unconscious does not develop individually but is inherited. It consists of pre-existent
forms, the archetypes, which can only become conscious secondarily and which give definite form
to certain psychic contents.
I am interested in the way that, although growing up separated from my extended family, I have
experienced similar hurdles to theirs through immigration. Seeing parts of their experiences
reflected in my own immigration journey made me feel closer and more connected to them
emotionally and behaviorally, while living oceans and generations apart. []

CAST
I am inspired by Kitaj and his fascination with literature,
and his process of developing characters in his paintings. I
too create fictional characters and archetypes who are
based on family and friends, forming and cultivating them
in the same way a novelist would: the bride, the middle
aged man in the suit, the younger man in his 20s, the boy
with the large ears, the backwards man, etc. The
protagonists in my paintings all convey different but
important versions of myself. For example, the boy with
the large ears was originally created with the intention of
self-portraiture. My great grandmother was very sharp and
perceptive, often referring to me as “satellite ears”. I was
always curious, listening carefully to conversations and
absorbing as much information as I could. Recognizing my
memory and attention to detail she would say that nothing
could get passed me. 
The large ears are also tied to a darker more deeply rooted
anti-semitic experience that European Jews faced.  As
Sander Gilman wrote in Love + Marriage = Death,
[there is]..an older trope in European culture about the
Jew’s ears as a sign of Jewish Physical difference. It can be
found in the anti-semitic literature of the fin de siecle; but it
is also a major subtheme of one of the great works of world
literature, Heinrich Mann’s Man of Straw (1918). In that
novel, Mann’s self-serving convert, Jadassohn ( judas’s son?)
“looked so Jewish” (85) because of his “huge, red,
prominent ears” (86), which he eventually has cosmetically
reduced. This is part of an ongoing tradition of seeing the
Jewish body, even the Jewish Ears, as different.[]
This is perhaps my way of recognizing and owning the
physical differences so casually thrown at my Jewish
ancestry. Ears also elongate with age, and forensic scientists
are currently able to use ear size to approximate a person’s
age. The Idea now becomes that the large eared boy is
actually much more experienced, thoughtful, and
knowledgeable than he may look.
The Bride character is loosely based on my grandmother, who was born in Egypt. She was very
connected to her land and home but was forced out of Egypt in her teenage years. She is well
educated, headstrong and through her presence demands attention and respect. Through
conversations with her I have come to understand that Egypt was the place in which she felt most
at home, even after 50 plus years of living in a different country with family members and friends
surrounding her. I wondered: if my grandmother didn’t get married at 19, would she have made
her way back to Egypt?  In the paintings, the bride is also powerful and headstrong but often
trapped: sometimes physically, between multiple layers of translucent paint, and sometimes in her
environment, by the composition of the painting. Through the bride character I am able to
explore ideas of risk, loyalty, and sacrifice. 
“My pictures are full of characters I make up. I suppose complexity in a drawn character will be
remembered by being seen, so it enters the social memory like a character in Dickens or Kafka or
Chekhov, but by a different path. In a painting, the character need not unfold in an instant, like a
vision. It takes time to look, to unfold, to change, to repeat, to fulfil... and so on.” - R.B. Kitaj 
My characters inhabit the paintings, slightly changed by each event they experience, slowly
morphing throughout the different paintings’ narratives. In comparison to Kitaj, my characters
unfold over time throughout multiple paintings rather than existing only in one painting. It is only
after looking at multiple paintings that their Identities begin to form. They are married and exiled,
embraced and pushed away, trapped by others around them and by their environments.  

LANGUAGE
Two languages were spoken throughout my
childhood: one that was spoken with ease inside the
home, and the other spoken in the streets and at
school. This duality gave me a heightened sensitivity
to language, a sense of how much language and
culture expresses itself through colloquialism.
Hearing my parents speak with foreign accents
produced in me a fear of mispronunciation,
sometimes leaving me hesitant to speak. The feeling
that language is not the easiest way for me to express
myself is perhaps another one of the reasons I turned
to painting. The duality of my interior home life and
the exterior street life pushed me towards a
sharpened focus on the character of my parents, at
times leaving me feeling upset and embarrassed. I
now often wonder how my parents feel about their
children speaking mostly in a foreign language and
referencing things they have little or no connection
to. Does it sting to hear us laughing and crying and
singing in English? And to realize how little the
American “voice” of their children is their own? 
The duality shows in most of my paintings. Inside
and outside, or home life and landscapes, are
typically visible in the same painting though never
directly connected. Closed windows and doors
delineate and separate the spaces, segregating each
other but providing a potential opportunity for a
connection.

A REFLECTION OF UPBRINGING
As I look back on the last few years of my painting research and connecting closely with my friends
and extended family members, I feel that these recent paintings and their birth process has attuned
me more to myself. The connecting process of hearing, recording, visualizing and really knowing my
family history has provided a solid foundation for me to work from. It has provided a context for my
feelings and interests. It is a sort of validation that the ideas are rooted in something that transcends
myself, and are part of a lineage of thinkers and art makers.  
As a child, coming to the United States wasn’t a choice, and neither was learning a new language,
making friends, or acclimatizing. Although naturally I don’t remember it, family was my first
experience with being initiated into a “club”. When I was little I absorbed the world through what
my parents exposed me to and through their personal values, attitudes, and beliefs. In an attempt to
keep their friends, siblings, and parents close, my parents constantly shared stories and details about
our extended family to which I otherwise had no access . Storytelling became a very important tool
in my upbringing. The stories connected me and alienated me to them at the same time. They
reassured me that there was a place and a people in which I could seek refuge, but they left me
questioning and doubting where I truly belonged or fit, if anywhere. Was Kitaj right? Has exile
become a way of life?
Originally my family and I were meant to have a limited stay in the United States, something like
two or three years for my parents to complete their Post Doc jobs. Our extended stay in the United
States was tentative, always. Neither my father nor my mother ever resolved whether they wanted to
stay or to return, and so we were on the go for many years. My parents moved multiple times across
the United States and my time in each city and state ran out. For me these changes meant losing all
my recently-made friends and communities and arriving at a new place where once more I would be
an outsider. 
My nomadic upbringing, left me with the sense that relationships can be very easily, abruptly, and
unexpectedly broken though not for ill intent. Through growing up with feelings of uncertainty
about the future and where I’ll be next, I felt like I was living in an in-between place, never sure if I
would move again or stay. My paintings also hover in this in-between place. Characters belonging
neither here nor there, searching for friendships and meaning. Some have returned home only to
feel alienated and others flashing-back to see themselves in happier moments and environments. 


ON PAINTING
Painting as finding
Painting for me is about finding. It doesn’t involve searching, in a way that implies something has
been lost or something is missing. It is about the process and action of unearthing and finding. I
have ideas which serve as a starting point or a foundation, but the paintings always diverge from
the way I originally envisioned them. 
Through the act of painting I am able to think. Responding to the marks on the surface of the
canvas, I react to my personal impulses and begin to see. The work begins to form and shift,
creating new ideas and new ways of seeing and understanding. Ideas appear and begin to take
shape, and new relationships are formed—sometimes ones that were unintentional. These things
are sometimes in tune with my thoughts on a subject, and sometimes against them, leading me to
step back and question. It is through the nomadic process of painting that I wander, allowing
myself to follow different paths. Paths that offer randomness and surprise and which help me to
gain a new insight. That same serendipity and unexpected perspective sometimes opens up new
insights and understandings, and paths for me to explore.
It is not rare for me to start a painting with an idea or a point of view on something, and by the
time the painting is finished to feel completely different about the subject matter. Painting helps
me to digest and understand my own perspective. Through painting I am often able to locate
myself and my point of view.
Collage / composite
I’m captivated mostly by paintings that show traces of the artist’s thinking.
I associate my use of paint with residue in terms of process and ideas. I feel that my paintings are
very transparent, not only literally, in application, but also in terms of how they are made. They do
not attempt to cover-up or hide anything. They reflect the process in which they are made, leaving
themselves open and vulnerable. They have a history of thought and debate just like the characters
that populate them. The paintings give out clues to the thought process they have endured over the
timespan in which they were created. The back-and-forth between reduction and addition in the
painting process speaks to the complexity and entanglement of the ideas that go into the work
leaving the painting with an overall application that is collage-like. The sourcing of images taken
from a variety of disparate sources conceptually ties to my mixed heritage and the multi-cultural
upbringing I experienced. Using myself, mind, eyes, and hands as a filter, the disparately sourced
imagery is allowed to exist separately but together on the same surface. I like to think that the
different parts of the painting integrate (not always peacefully) and speak to one another.
My paintings are structured similarly to on the structure of Ron Currie Jr.’s novel “God is Dead,”
where each story is separate but threads together through a foundational preface.  The paintings
employ nonlinear narratives; they are often elliptical and twisting. Similarly to the structure of
Homer’s Iliad, the paintings depict scenes in medias res. The narratives are complex, layered and
maze-like, with lots of interjected flashbacks which take the narrative back in time from its current
point.

EPILOGUE
As the latest link in a chain of people who have been displaced, I think about  how this
intergenerational experience will affect the generations to come. 
The little prince crossed the desert and met with only one flower. It was a flower with three petals,
a flower of no account at all.
"Good morning," said the little prince.
"Good morning," said the flower.
"Where are the men?" the little prince asked, politely. The flower had once seen a caravan passing.
"Men?" she echoed. "I think there are six or seven of them in existence. I saw them, several years
ago. But one never knows where to find them. The wind blows them away. They have no roots,
and that makes their life very difficult."
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